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ExTENDED ABSTRACT
People who encounter a persuasive communication might either 

(a) generate thoughts that bolster the communicator’s point of view 
or (b) attempt to refute the implications of the communication. These 
dispositions could obviously depend on individuals’ prior agreement 
or disagreement with the point of view being expressed. However, 
they could also be influenced by a mindset that is activated by the be-
havior that participants performed before the persuasive communica-
tion is encountered (Wyer and Xu 2010). We proposed and found that 
inducing participants to make supportive elaborations about a series 
of propositions activated a bolstering mindset that increased the ef-
fectiveness of an unrelated advertisement they encountered subse-
quently. However, inducing participants to refute the implications 
of a series of propositions activated a counterarguing mindset that 
decreased the ad’s effectiveness. These mindsets had more impact 
when the cognitive behavior they activated differed from the default 
behavior that was likely to occur in the absence of these mindsets. 
However, when a persuasive communication is difficult to refute, a 
counterarguing mindset that increases participants’ awareness of this 
difficulty could increase their perceptions of the communication’s 
validity and, therefore, could increase its effectiveness rather than 
decreasing it. Finally, watching a political speech or debate acti-
vated different mindsets, depending on participants’ a priori attitude 
toward the politicians involved, and these mindsets influenced the 
impact of an ad that was presented later. Four experiments tested 
these possibilities.

Experiment 1 investigated the influence of mindsets on the im-
pact of appealing ads. Participants performed two ostensibly unre-
lated tasks. Participants in bolstering mindset conditions generated 
thoughts about propositions with which they typically agreed (e.g., 
“Reading enriches the mind”). In contrast, participants in counter-
arguing mindset conditions generated thoughts about the negations 
of these propositions (e.g., “Reading is bad for the mind”). In con-
trol conditions, participants were asked to write three short essays 
to show their knowledge of neutral topics such as the pyramids of 
Egypt. After that, all participants were exposed to an ad about a va-
cation spot and they (1) rated the attractiveness of the vacation spot 
(2) evaluated the persuasiveness of the ad, and (3) wrote down the 
thoughts they had about the ad. The results showed that inducing a 
counterarguing mindset increased the number of negative thoughts 
that participants generated, and consequently, decreased their evalua-
tions of the vacation spot and the persuasiveness of the ad. However, 
inducing a bolstering mindset nonsignificantly increased the num-
ber of positive thoughts generated, and consequently, increased their 
evaluations of the vacation spot and persuasiveness of the ad. Media-
tion analysis showed that the type of thoughts mediated the influence 
of mindsets on product evaluations.

Experiment 2 explored the influence of mindsets on the impact 
of an unappealing ad. The results showed that when the ad was unap-
pealing, counterarguing was the default processing strategy. There-
fore, inducing a counterarguing mindset had little additional nega-
tive effect. However, inducing a bolstering mindset had a significant 
positive effect on product evaluations.

Experiment 3 showed a boomerang effect of the counterarguing 
mindset. Bolstering and counterarguing mindsets were induced as in 
Experiment 1. Then, these and control participants read an appeal 

from UNICEF for donations to help disadvantaged children in Africa 
get an education. Participants then reported their intentions to make 
a monetary donation and decided how much they would be willing 
to donate. Because (a) donation appeals usually urge individuals to 
engage in altruistic behaviors that have socially desirable implica-
tions, and (b) the communicators have no intrinsic self-interest in 
the success of persuasion, we expected that recipients would find it 
difficult to generate arguments against the appeal’s validity. There-
fore, inducing a counterarguing mindset would increase participants’ 
perceptions of the appeal’s validity and would consequently increase 
its effectiveness rather than decreasing it. Results confirmed these 
expectations. Participants who adopted a counterarguing mind-set 
reported higher donation intentions and were willing to donate more 
money than participants in the bolstering mind-set and control condi-
tions, which did not differ from each other. 

Experiment 4 examined whether covertly generate arguments 
for or against a message without expressing them overtly would be 
sufficient to activate a general disposition to elaborate or counterar-
gue. Participants were self-categorized as Republicans, Democrats, or 
Independents, and they were randomly assigned to one of four condi-
tions. In two speech conditions, participants first watched either (a) a 
10-minute video of  Barack Obama’s speech on his economic rescue 
plan in the 2008 presidential campaign or (b) a comparable segment 
of a speech on economic policy by John McCain.  In a third, debate 
condition, participants watched a 10-minute video of the third Presi-
dential debate between John McCain and Barack Obama on their pro-
posed economic plans.  In control conditions, participants were not 
exposed to any video. Then, all participants watched a video-taped 
speech by the president of Toyota that was intended to increase con-
sumers’ confidence in Toyota products’ safety. After receiving these 
materials, participants reported their attitudes toward Toyota. 

We expected that participants with a strong a priori preference 
for one of the two candidates would be motivated to generate sup-
portive elaborations of a speech by their preferred candidate but to 
counterargue the assertions made in a speech by the opposing can-
didate. On the other hand, both Democrats and Republicans should 
be highly motivated to support their favorite candidate when watch-
ing the presidential debate and, therefore, should acquire a bolster-
ing mind-set in this condition. When participants were politically in-
dependent, different effects were expected. These participants were 
expected to be relatively indifferent to the two candidates and to take 
their assertions at face value. To this extent, they should elaborate the 
implications of the speech regardless of who delivers it, and should 
develop a bolstering mindset. When these participants listened to the 
presidential debate, however, we expected them to follow the two 
candidates’ attempts to refute one another’s positions and, in doing 
so, to covertly counterargue themselves. Thus, we expected them to 
acquire a counterarguing mindset. In all cases, activating a bolstering 
mindset would increase participants’ evaluations of Toyota, whereas 
a counterarguing mindset would decrease their evaluations of Toy-
ota. Because Toyota is a favorable brand, a counteraruing mindset 
would have a stronger influence than a bolstering mindset does. Re-
sults confirmed these expectations.

The present series of studies provide the first demonstration of 
the effects of a behavioral mindset on the impact of a persuasive 
communication. In doing so, they extend our general understanding 
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of mindsets in three ways. First, mindsets have more impact when 
the cognitive behavior they activated differed from the default be-
havior that was likely to occur in the absence of these mindsets. 
Second, when the behavior induced by a mindset is unsuccessful in 
attaining the goal to which it is relevant, it can have a boomerang 
effect. Finally, a mindset can be activated not only by overt behavior 
but also by unobserved cognitive activity that people engaged in in 
the previous situation.
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